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I. INTRODUCTION
Petri nets (PNs) are a graphical and mathematical model that can be used to capture the behavior of a variety of dynamical systems. PN models can compactly represent system behavior and provide us with a structural framework for carrying out systematic analysis of complex systems. As the size and complexity of practical systems increase, significant attention is devoted to problems of state/event estimation in PN models. One of the most well-studied estimation problems in PNs is that of estimating the marking (state) of a given PN based on the observation of its event sequence. For instance, the authors of [1] , [2] present an algorithm for obtaining an estimate (and a corresponding error bound) for the marking of a given PN based on complete knowledge of the observed firing sequence but without knowledge of the initial state; these works also discuss how this marking estimate may be used to design a controller. In [3] , the authors consider the problem of marking estimation based on the observation of a sequence of transition labels in a given labeled PN with known initial marking. They show that, under some conditions on the structure of the PN, the set of markings consistent with the observed label sequence can be captured by a linear system whose size does not depend on the length of the observed label sequence. This approach was further extended in [4] to handle nets with silent transitions (i.e., with transitions whose firings cannot be observed).
In this technical note, we address the problem of minimum initial marking estimation in a labeled PN with unknown initial marking. Given an observed sequence of labels (that is generated by underlying transition activity in the net), there may be multiple (generally, infinite) possible initial markings; thus, we aim at finding the set of minimum initial markings (MIMs), i.e., the initial markings that (i) allow for the firing of at least one sequence of transitions that is consistent with both the observed sequence of labels and the PN structure, and (ii) have the minimum total number of tokens (the total number of tokens of a particular marking is the sum of the number of tokens at each place in the net).
Apart from applications in system monitoring and control (e.g., diagnosis and supervision [5] - [7] ), the work in this technical note is also motivated by minimum resource allocation problems in manufacturing systems that are modeled by PNs. For example, in part production settings, minimum resource allocation involves the determination of the smallest number of resources required to complete a pre-specified sequence of machine operations, e.g., in order to make a part (a final functional workpiece) from raw materials [8] . In this context, the work in [9] has looked at ways to estimate least-cost planning sequences. The problem studied in this technical note answers the following question: given a sequence of labels (i.e., a sequence of tasks) that needs to be accomplished, what is the minimum initial marking (i.e., the minimum number of resources needed at initialization) that allows for the completion of the specified sequence of tasks while adhering to the constraints (on the allowable sequences of task executions) imposed by the underlying PN? We develop a recursive algorithm that is able to provide an answer to this question with complexity that is polynomial in the length of the given sequence of labels (tasks). This implies that apart from implications to state estimation and diagnosis, our approach is also applicable to minimum resource allocation problems. Note that a different MIM problem for PNs has been studied in [10] . Direct comparisons between the MIM problem in [10] and the MIM problem here are not possible due to the different underlying assumptions.
Given an observed sequence of labels, an obvious approach to obtain the set of MIMs is to enumerate all transition firing sequences (corresponding to this observed sequence of labels) and compute the MIM that corresponds to each of these transition sequences using the results in [1] , [2] (which considered the problem of initial marking estimation given a known transition firing sequence and also proposed an efficient algorithm). Although each of these markings is (the unique) minimum initial marking for the corresponding transition firing sequence, it is not necessarily minimum for the given sequence of labels (which corresponds to multiple transition firing sequences); thus, we need to choose, among all possible such initial markings, the one(s) that has (have) the minimum total number of tokens. The complexity of the approach described above is generally exponential in the length of the observed sequence of labels (because the number of transition firing sequences that correspond to a given sequence of labels could be exponential in this length). In this technical note, we develop a recursive approach that tracks the evolution of firing vectors and initial marking estimates at each time epoch (i.e., each time a label is observed) and is able to avoid exhaustive evaluation of all sequences of transitions. Thus, we obtain the set of MIMs more efficiently with complexity that is polynomial in the length of the observed sequence of labels. Our bound on complexity is exponential in some of the structural parameters of the PN but it appears that in practice this is not a problem even for large PNs (as evidenced from the example in Section IV). We also develop heuristics that can be used to further reduce algorithmic complexity at the cost of obtaining a subset or an approximation of the possible solutions. Examples are provided to illustrate the proposed algorithm and heuristics.
II. PN NOTATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we review basic definitions and terminology that will be used throughout the technical note. More details about PNs can be found in [11] , [12] .
A PN structure is a weighted directed bipartite graph N = (P; T; A; W) where P = fp 1 n that assigns to each place in the PN a nonnegative integer number of tokens (drawn as black dots).
We use M(p) to denote the marking of place p (i.e., the number of tokens in place p). We also use jM j = n i=1 M(pi) to denote the total number of tokens summed over all places of marking M. A transition t is said to be enabled if each of its input places p in has at least B 0 (pin;t) tokens. We use M[ti to denote the fact that transition t is enabled at marking M. In a -free labeled PN, a labeling function L : T ! 6 assigns to each transition in the net a label from a given alphabet 6 (note that in -free labeled PNs no transition is assigned to the empty label , i.e., all transitions are observable). For a label l 2 6, we use T l to denote the set of transitions with label l and jT l j to denote its cardinality. Given a transition firing sequence = t i t i . ..t i of length k, the corresponding observed label sequence is ! = L() = L(ti )L(ti )... L(ti ), i.e., a string in 6 k .
We use1 n (respectively,0 n ) to denote the n 2 1 vector of all ones (respectively, zeros). If A and B are two sets, we use A 0 B to denote the set of elements that are in A but are not in B.
Problem Formulation: Consider a known -free labeled PN N with unknown initial marking, and an observed label sequence ! = l 1 l 2 .. .l k (where l j 2 6;j 2 f1; 2; ... ;kg) that has been generated by an underlying (unknown) firing sequence ti ti .. .ti (i.e., l j = L(t i )). Find the (set of) initial marking(s) that: (i) allows (allow) for the firing of at least one sequence of transitions that is consistent with both ! and the structure of the net, and (ii) is (are) minimum (i.e., the marking(s) has (have) the minimum total number of tokens).
In other words, we want to find the set of markings M minimum (!) given by the solutions to the following problem: there is a unique minimal (and thus minimum) initial marking estimate corresponding to it. In particular, the authors of [1] , [2] show that this minimal initial marking estimate can be obtained recursively via The difficulty in our setup arises due to the fact that an observed sequence of labels may correspond to a set of transition firing sequences whose size, in the worst case, can be exponential in the length k of the observed sequence of labels ! = l1l2 . . . l k (more precisely, the number of sequences is k i=1 jT l j where, in general, jT l j 2). If the number of transition firing sequences was not an issue, a straightforward approach would be to enumerate each possible transition firing sequence of length k, evaluate whether it satisfies L() = !, and if so compute its corresponding minimal initial marking estimate using (2) . Finally, among all these initial marking estimates, we would choose the one(s) that has (have) the minimum total number of tokens. We show that, instead of enumerating all transitions firing sequences, a dynamic programming approach [13] can be used to compute the firing vector and its corresponding set of (minimal) initial marking estimates recursively. This approach takes advantage of the fact that several of these transition firing sequences correspond to identical firing vectors (in fact, as shown in [14] , the number of such firing vectors is polynomial in the length of the observed label sequence). Furthermore, when identical firing vectors are reached with comparable minimal initial marking estimates, we will establish that these estimates need not to be explored separately. We capture the evolution of firing vectors along with their associated sets of minimal initial marking estimates in the dependency graph shown in Fig. 2 . In particular, each node in Fig. 2 (drawn as a big black dot) denotes a pair in the form of (y j ;M Recall that given a transition firing sequence, there is a unique minimal initial marking estimate associated with it; therefore, given a firing vector yj , we need to capture a set of minimal initial marking estimates M 0 j (since a particular firing vector might correspond to multiple transition firing sequences). Also note that at a particular stage j, we have 
. . l j )).
To capture the information we need to store at each node, we use a data structure C = (y; M 0 initial ), where y is the firing vector associated with sequences of transitions that are consistent with both the label sequence observed so far and the net structure, and M 0 initial is the set of minimal initial marking estimates associated with y (each element of M 0 initial is associated with at least one consistent firing sequence with firing vector y). The formal description of our algorithm for minimum initial marking estimation is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that at Step 5 of Algorithm 1, after we obtain (y; M 0 initial ), we can compute the current marking estimate corresponding to each initial marking estimate to update the minimal initial marking estimate). Furthermore, at
Step 5 of Algorithm 1, when the same firing vector y 0 is obtained and is associated with multiple minimal initial marking estimates, we only retain for further consideration those estimate(s) that is (are) minimal. The F lag is used to keep track of whether the new initial marking estimate is "covered" by a "smaller" existing minimal initial marking estimate.
It is relatively straightforward to show that C(j) will only retain minimal initial marking estimates (this is an invariant property of C(j)).
A. Algorithmic Analysis
The proposition below ensures that the non-minimal initial marking estimates that are dropped at Step 5 of Algorithm 1 will result in nonminimal initial marking estimates at later stages. Proof: Without loss of generality, assume transition t is associated with the label observed at the (j + 1) st stage. Using (2), we can calculate the associated minimal initial marking estimates M0;j+1 and 
B. Complexity Analysis
Given an observed sequence of labels ! of length k,thetotalnumber ) where b is a parameter that depends on the structure and the labeling function of the net 1 [14] . This implies that the number of nodes at the j th stage of the dependency graph in Fig. 2 is upper bounded by O(j   b ). Note, however, that a node (i.e., a firing vector) may be associated with multiple minimal initial marking estimates (depending on the order of transitions in different firing sequences that share this firing vector). We now establish that for a given labeled PN with n places and m transitions, and an observed sequence of labels of length k, the number of MIM estimates we retain for each firing vector is upper bounded by a polynomial function in k. for i 2 f1; 2; ...ng and j 2 f1; 2; ...; mg). In Algorithm 1, after each label is observed, the number of tokens we need to add to a place (in order to enable any transition) is clearly upper bounded by c (also refer to (2)). Therefore, given an observed sequence of labels of length k, the maximum number of tokens we need to add to each place is upper bounded by ck. to compare its associated minimal initial marking estimates against existing minimal initial marking estimates for that firing vector at time 1 More precisely, [14] argues that b = c(d 0 1) where c is the number of nondeterministic labels (i.e., labels l 2 6 such that jT j 2) in the net and d is the maximum number of transitions corresponding to a label in the net (i.e., d = max fjT jg). ). The algorithm has complexity that is polynomial in the length k of the observed sequence of labels, but it is exponential in some structural parameters of the PN (namely, n and b); however, as evidenced from the example in the next section, this difficulty might not necessarily surface even for large PNs. Establishing tighter bounds (particularly for special classes of PNs) is certainly an interesting direction for future research.
If the computational cost is prohibitive, then one could potentially employ a variety of heuristic approaches at the cost of exact recovery of all minimum initial marking estimates. For instance, one heuristic (Heuristic A) that we have tested only keeps the best K initial marking estimates associated with each firing vector at Step 5 of the algorithm.
The first time this occurs, this set of at most K elements consists essentially of the elements from the corresponding set M 0 initial of Algorithm 1; however, once some initial marking estimates are removed from the set M 0 initial of a node, the sets of initial marking estimates of nodes that depend on this marking are not necessarily the best ones. Nevertheless, these sets of at most K initial marking estimates are easy to maintain and can provide a reasonable approximation to the sets of actual MIMs. Another heuristic (Heuristic B) is to associate with each firing vector (at Step 5 of the algorithm) a single initial marking estimate that is chosen so that it has the largest value (element-wise) among all initial marking estimates that are generated by Algorithm 1. Both Heuristics A and B remove the exponential dependency on n.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider the PN structure of the two parallel working machines in Fig. 4 [15, p .132] where we associate each transition to a label.
We consider the randomly generated sequence of labels ! = eeffababcddcbabbccaaddgghhdcbaabcdabcdha of length 40 and then compute the set of minimal initial marking estimates using Algorithm 1, Heuristic A, and Heuristic B. For Heuristic A, we set K = 1, i.e., for each firing vector (each node) we only keep the initial marking estimate that has the smallest total number of tokens. In Fig. 5 , we plot the number of minimal initial marking estimates considered against the length of the observed label sequence for each algorithm (in this case, the numbers are the same for Heuristics A and B, because we only keep one initial marking estimate for each firing vector in both cases). Algorithm 1 provides a larger number of minimal initial marking estimates compared to Heuristics A and B (but not significantly larger). Minimum 0 H B , respectively). We observe that both Heuristics A and B are not able to find the complete set of MIMs, but are able to provide a reasonable approximation (they happen to provide a subset of the MIMs that are possible in this particular case) with faster running time. The minimum initial marking estimates shown in Fig. 6 can be viewed as the minimum number of resources required at initialization to accomplish the specific sequence of tasks (captured by !).
